The Outdoor Collection

The Ultimate Kitchen Surface for the Outdoors
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Weather
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Scratch
resistant

Same maintenance
as indoor Caesarstone

Durable

For the first time, Caesarstone is taking its loved, premium surface to the outdoors. Designed, innovated and
tested to withstand the sun's rays and the most extreme environmental conditions over the long term, the
new Outdoor Collection provides an answer for consumers’ desire to cook, dine and entertain comfortably
in an outdoor kitchen.
The Industry-first Outdoor Collection is designed with an innovative technology that combines the
convenience of stain resistant, easy to clean, highly durable surface with properties that withstand all the
elements-come rain, snow or shine.

515 Palm Shade
Taking the classic look of white marble outside, Palm Shade
has the ability to define the kitchen garden: as an elegant
56½"

counter next to stainless steel barbecues, a contemporary
contrast to wooden butcher-block, or as a spectacular
island by the pool. Its white base and discrete veining are
anything but plain; its translucency giving the surface

Thickness: 2 cm

authentic depth. Versatile by design, this beautified stone

120"

complements neutral facades and multiple landscaping
materials, decking and pavers. Palm Shade is a fresh accent
that brings lightness to an outdoor setting, where preparing
food has never been so refined.

406 Clearskies
Contemporary backyards embrace organic materials such as
concrete, slate, clay pavers and wooden decks, finished by
complementary to Clearskies, which brings the earthen look

56½"

black garden lighting and metal furniture. These are each
of a pebble’s surface to outdoor countertops, backsplashes
and tables. Stovetops in either stainless or black, with steel

Thickness: 2 cm

and brass accents bring a stylish accent to other items such as

120"

handles and cookware. Healthy meals are prepared outdoors
by grilling, steaming and smoking, served on plates of any
material including ceramics, wooden planks or slate boards.

405 Midday
Sitting quietly alongside stainless steel cooktops, Midday
works equally well next to neutral façades, tiling and stone
56½"

or light wooden decking. The organic look correlates to the
beauty of nature, conjuring up relaxing gardens with metal
furniture in white or glass – or more classic seating in wicker.
Plant pots in warm grey, beige or terracotta complete the

Thickness: 2 cm

outside setting; the surrounding green foliage creating a play

120"

of light and shadows on this stylish countertop.

Performance
Caesarstone Outdoor was designed to have excellent performance. After thorough testing
both in the lab and in the field, we have proven that Caesarstone’s Outdoor surfaces are highly
resistant to all seasonal weather and environmental conditions; every day wear and tear; and
have exceptional functional and physical properties. Caesarstone Outdoor surfaces remain
consistent after long term exposure to the sun and seasonal changes.

Caesarstone Outdoor vs. Alternate Outdoor Materials
Caesarstone
Outdoor

Ceramic

Granite

Concrete

Stainless
steel

Flexural Strength
Shows the mechanical strength
of the product (e.g how much
weight it can endure).
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Impact Resistance
Shows how tough the slab
is and reflects its durability
against impact from falling
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use
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Weathering
resistance

Water Absorbance
Simulates constant exposure
to water which is similar to a
situation of continuous rain.
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Resistance
Simulates a continuous
exposure to high
environmental temperatures
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Mechanical
and physical
properties

1

The samples were strengthened with a supportive net on the opposite side. We assume that the results would be

inferior, had the net not been used.
2

Granite is covered with a protective sealer that requires resealing every few months. The sealer improves stain

resistance.
3

Granite is covered with a protective sealer that requires resealing every few months. The sealer improves stain

resistance.
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+ Poor

Care & Maintenance Instructions
Care & maintenance, and stain removal for Caesarstone Outdoor are the same as for
indoor Caesarstone surfaces. In addition, we recommend the following to keep your
Caesarstone Outdoor looking its best:
•

Cover the countertop when not in use.

•

Do not leave metal objects on the countertop as they may cause rust stains.

•

Do not use deep fat fryers on the surface.

•

Clean any stains or residue as soon as possible to prevent them from drying on the surface.

Fabrication and Installation Instructions
Caesarstone Outdoor performs the same as Caesarstone's indoor products in most
aspects relating to fabrication, installation, repairs, and care & maintenance.
In most cases, the same procedures, tools and equipment can be used for both products.

*Please note that Caesarstone Outdoor is not suitable for flooring and wall cladding.

